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Children Require Male and Female

Marriage is about procreation. To be sure, God made male and female for the purpose of the two
creating an emotional and spiritual whole; man and woman must ‘meet’ before mating; they are
first companions, then lovers. As we have seen, gender complementarity is essential for the two to
become one, psychologically-speaking.

But mating remains the main reason behind man for woman and woman for man. The image of
God is essentially creative. Procreation is the result of gender complementarity. “The union of
opposites is the only possible way procreation is realized.”

Here we discover one of the ways that God’s image in humanity reflects the Creator. Joined as
one-flesh, male and female possess that quality of creation—the capacity to engender new life. One
of the ways that we actively manifest His image on earth is in ‘co-creating’ new image-bearers!

Only male and female can create new life. Neither two men together, nor two women, can create
new life. David Blankenhorn, reflecting on the children of gay parents, writes incisively: “Every child
being raised by gay or lesbian couples will be denied his birthright to both parents. Every single
one.”

Some gays and lesbians will go to great lengths to awkwardly create families for themselves.
American Idol winner Clay Aiken sired a child (in vitro) with his 50-year-old female manager.He
declared his homosexuality publicly after the child’s birth—his ‘first act as a father.’ When asked
how the child would be raised, he declared: “It’s really going to be a tossed salad of different
options.” Tossed salad indeed.

Marriage unites male and female; marriage provides the context for mating. That state-recognized,
legal contract needs to be binding precisely because of what is at stake: the well-being of children.
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Blankenhorn again writes: “Marriage is a gift that society bestows upon its next generation.
Marriage (and only marriage) unites the three core dimensions of parenthood—biological, social,
and legal—into one pro-child form: the married couple.”

So marriage has power: it unites male and female psychologically for the sake of procreation. We
marry to reproduce. The binding commitment of marriage then provides the ground for the next and
far more challenging phase of marriage—the raising of kids.

Honor marriage for the good of all, especially children. Vote YES on Proposition 8.

“God, we honor You for entrusting to men and women the awesome task of representing You in
the creation of new life. Let us honor You by honoring the fruit of our one-flesh union. Help us see
how we honor little ones when we honor marriage.”
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